Home Learning Project
Term 4
What Makes Italy An Appealing Destination?
Due in: Monday 28th March 2022
Total activities to complete this term: 5
Suggested time spent per activity: 40 minutes

You should complete 1
activity a week. Don’t forget
to tick each box once you
have completed the activity!

Don’t forget you can come to lunchtime homework
sessions with your class teacher.
Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Analysing

Creating

Evaluating

Draw and label
some of the
Roman gods.

Create a fact
file about Italy.
Include
subheadings to
separate
paragraphs of
information,
pictures with
captions and
interesting fact
boxes.

Research
some
different
Italian dishes
and cook your
favourite one
for dinner.
We would love
to see a
photo!

Research
some
Italian/Roman
foods.
Create a menu
for an Italian
or Roman
restaurant.

Create a model
of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa,
a traditional
Roman Villa or
the Colosseum.

There were a
number of
powerful
emperors
that ruled
over Rome.
Create a fact
file about
one of these
rulers.

Draw and label
some of the
Roman weapons
that were used
by the soldiers.

Design a leaflet
or advert for a
travel agent’s
shop,
advertising a
holiday to Italy.
Don’t forget to
include
sightseeing
landmarks,
currency,
weather and
climate, as well
as a description
of the
landscapes.

Do some
research on
the planets in
our solar
system.
Which planets
were named
after Roman
gods. You
might want to
draw these
planets too.

Research
some famous
Italian
artists.
Copy some of
their most
famous
artwork and
label it to
show who the
artist is.

Read the story
of ‘Romulus and
Remus’ and find
out how Rome
was founded.
Using a ruler to
split a page into
boxes, create a
comic strip to
re-tell the
story of
Romulus and
Remus.

What was
life like in
the day of
someone in
the Roman
Army?
Draw and
label a Roman
soldier.
Write some
facts about
him too.
Think about
their
weapons,
clothes,
food…

